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A public opinion survey among Kuwaitis 
published last week revealed that a 
majority (65%) of those responding 

to the survey believed that expatriates were 
the main reason behind the emergence and 
spread of coronavirus in Kuwait. In addition, 
over three-quarters (76%) of those surveyed felt 
that the government should consider deporting 
most of the foreigners from the country, while 
39 percent said expatriates should not be 
given access to free treatment for COVID-19 in 
government-run hospitals.

The survey, conducted by the Center for 
Gulf and Arabian Peninsula Studies at Kuwait 
University, and supervised by Dr. Faisal Abu 
Salib, the Center’s director, was conducted from 
1 to 8 August among a sample population of 
1,002 Kuwaiti citizens.

Notwithstanding the biased views expressed 
by respondents to the survey, or the rationale 
for even conducting such a survey at a time 

when the country is confronting a major crisis, 
there are several other anomalies in the survey. 
In the first place, the opinion of a small number 
of survey respondents are not characteristic 
of the entire Kuwait society. A sample of 1,000 
respondents from a population of over 1.4 
million Kuwaitis (0.07%) cannot be indicative 
of the opinion of the entire Kuwaiti population. 
Any statistician will tell you that the smaller the 
sample size the decreasingly representative 
of the general population it becomes; in other 
words, small sample sizes inherently affect the 
reliability of surveys.

In addition, the surveyors did not make 
clear where the survey was conducted, the 
mix of the population sampled, or how the 
questions were framed to the respondents. 
All of this makes a difference to how the 
survey can be interpreted. For instance, the 
place and nature of the sample survey could 
determine variability of the results, with a 
higher variability leading to biased outcomes, 
such as through ‘non-response’. This occurs 
when some subjects of the survey do not have 
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Leaving behind memories 
and lasting friendship 

Ambassador Frans Potuyt and Anita de Vogel

Ambassador of The Netherlands H.E. Frans Potuyt and his spouse Anita de Vogel 
departed Kuwait last week after completing five successful and happy years in 
Kuwait. Prior to their departure they sat down for an exclusive interview with The 
Times Kuwait Managing Editor Reaven D’Souza to recall those special five years.

BY REAVEN D’SOUZA
MANAGING EDITOR

“We have had a very good 
five years here,” Ambas-

sador Potuyt remarked as he be-
gan detailing the excellent rela-
tions the Netherlands and Kuwait 
share. “Culturally, politically and 
economically we have enhanced 
relations over this period, and we 
sat shoulder to shoulder with Ku-
wait at the UN Security Council 
during the past two years,” said 
the ambassador.

Ambassador Potuyt noted 
that Kuwait and Netherlands are 
small countries surrounded by big 
neighbors and they share excellent 
diplomatic relations in all fields. 
There were several high-ranking 
visits from both sides during
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Anita de Vogel and Ambassador 
Potuyt in a memorable 

pose at the embassy

the opportunity to participate in the survey. 
Conducting the survey in August, when 
people were generally avoiding public places, 

limited the scope of the survey to only those 
who were out and about at that time. 

Also, how the questions are framed and the 
response options available, makes a profound 
difference to the answers in a survey, especially 
so if the sample survey is small. Ambiguous 
or biased questions can lead to prejudiced 
answers. The surveyors also did not indicate 
whether their questions were open- or closed-
ended. This is significant, as the nature of 
the question —  whether it allows people 
to answer in their own words (open-ended) 
or they have to make a choice from a list of 
response options (closed-ended) — can make 
a difference to the answers provided. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE  8
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Start of the new academic year 2020/2021 
on Tuesday, 1 September saw a total of 

89,936 teachers and school administrators for 
all educational levels return to schools with the 
distance education system going into effect.  
More than 106,400 public education students 
are expected to begin enrolling in 856 public 
schools from 4 October at the start of the new 
school year.

Ministry of Education (MoE) is understood 
to have adopted a series of measures that 
would be implemented prior to the start of the 
new school year. The most important of these 
measures is with regard to the sterilization 
of schools in all educational levels, and the 
distribution of a reasonable number of cleaners 
to keep them clean prior to the arrival of 
members of the educational body. In addition, 
the MoE has created a special budget for each 
school to meet health requirements and to 
tackle the COVID-19 crisis.

Faced with the increasing possibility of 
a shortage of teachers when schools begin 
their new year, especially in some specialized 
subjects,  the Department of Coordination 
and Follow-up of Public Education in MoE has 

chalked out a series of steps to confront this 
critical situation. One such measure is to issue 
a decision on the internal transfer of teachers 
in the first week of the new school year. The 
educational zones will carry out internal 
transfers to fill the shortages and to ensure 
equal distribution of male and female teachers, 
especially for some necessary specializations. It 
is expected that the current shortage crisis will 
exist in the new academic year, despite these 
measures, due to a large shortage of teaching 
staff members in all educational zones, who 
have not been able to return to the country 
due to COVID-19 precautionary and preventive 
measures taken by the government.

Workers allowed conditional
transfers between businesses

The government remains committed 
to stopping the exploitation of poor 
workers and is determined to fight 

visa traders and others engaged in all forms 
of human trafficking. Those indulging in 
visa trading and other manipulations will 
be unearthed and referred to the Public 

Prosecution for stringent action, said the 
Minister of Social Affairs and Minister of 
State for Economic Affairs Mariam Al-Aqeel.

Addressing a top-level meeting of the 
Public Authority for Manpower (PAM), the 
minister said that while Kuwait will support 
all procedures aimed at guaranteeing the 
rights of workers and preserving their 
dignity, the government will also ensure 
that legitimate businesses can run their 
operations smoothly and without any 
interruption. 

She added that to help revive the 
economy, businesses, especially small and 
medium enterprises (SME) will now be able 
to renew, transfer and cancel work permits, 
and open their files without the requirement 
to submit a salary certificate.

Other measures designed to encourage 
SMEs to restart their businesses include 

allowing labor transfer transactions between 
SMEs with a maximum of three workers 
without the requirement of wage transfer 
certificate. However, these transactions will 
be conditional on an undertaking submitted 
by the business owner to fulfill the rights of 
workers registered with him, and is limited 
only to the end of this year.

Elaborating on the measures, PAM stated 
that another condition for the transfer 
was that the employee should have been 
working with the company for at least three 
years or provided his employer allows him to 
leave before the end of three years. Another 
stipulation before a new employee can be 
added to a company’s file is an assessment 
report that the new company employing 
the worker has no previous employee rights 
violations cases registered against them. 

In lieu of furnishing a salary certificate, 

owners hiring new employees will have to 
affirm that they will guarantee the rights of 
workers registered on their file and that in 
the event the information provided about 
their firm was found to be incorrect, then 
necessary legal measures would be taken 
against the company. 

Another undertaking that companies 
must submit is a wage statement for the 
month of March, and the following months 
upon request by PAM, and that in the event 
the declaration is not proven correct, then 
necessary legal measures will be taken 
against them. 

These declarations and pledges are 
considered a step to guarantee the rights 
of workers, while allowing companies 
to continue work without interruption 
towards restoring economic conditions in 
the country.

Commercial real 
estate suffers as 
expats leave

Despite the gradual unlocking of economic 
activity, the real estate industry, especially 

commercial complexes, continues to suffer with 
scant signs of a return any time soon. Commercial 
complexes in many areas are still waiting for 
that elusive new client or even those willing to 
return to the premises they vacated during the 
coronavirus induced economic lockdown.  

One commercial complex owner complained 
that the rate of vacating properties in some 
commercial complexes and towers is as high as 
10 percent, and this is likely to increase in the 
coming months. He added that negotiations 
are currently ongoing between tenants and 
commercial property owners to reach a mutually 
acceptable rent settlement on the rents that 
tenants owe to owners for the period when 
business was suspended by the government as a 
precaution against the spread of the virus.

Coronavirus crisis has significantly impacted 
economic activity in the country and many 
businesses are downscaling in a bid to curb 
monthly expenses. Many have begun to 
downsize their retail space in commercial 
complexes, while others are limiting the size 
of administrative offices in commercial towers, 
with head-offices of many companies shifting 
from luxury towers to smaller and less expensive 
spaces.

Many real estate owners fear that even if 
the pandemic ends and an effective vaccine 
is discovered during the year, the negative 
effects on various economic sectors will need 
years to be overcome. This situation could be 
further exacerbated if the government goes 
ahead with its plan to throw out a large number 
of expatriates with the aim of stabilizing the 
demographic imbalance in the country

Retailers, small and medium companies, 
tourism, travel and hospitality businesses, as 
well as other sectors of the economy could 
be seriously impacted by any mass exodus of 
expatriates, and this could very well lead to a 
downturn in the country’s economy, warned 
some business owners.

Teacher shortages 
could affect academic year

Record deficit 
projected for 
current fiscal year 

The budget deficit in the first four 
months of fiscal year (FY) 2020-2021 

has recorded a surge to around KD4.2 
billion for the period from April to July. 
This equates to a record KD1 billion being 
added to the deficit for each of the four 
months of this fiscal year.

The recorded deficit is a clear indicator 
that the total deficit for the 12 months 
of this fiscal will be close to the figure of 
KD14 billion that was given by Finance 
Minister Barak Al Sheetan in his recent 
presentation to parliament. The projected 
budget deficit for this fiscal, the highest 
since 1991, is nearly double the estimate 
made in January and 2.5 times larger than 
the KD5.6 billion deficit recorded in the 
last fiscal year (2019-2020).

The continued deficit in fiscal 
2020-2021 would mark the seventh 
consecutive annual budget deficit since 
the precipitous fall of oil prices in mid-
2014. The government has attributed 
the higher deficit to lower oil prices, the 
unprecedented economic downturn as a 
result of the coronavirus pandemic, and 
rising expenditures.

Ministry staff to be allowed back
Minister of Social Affairs and Minister 

of State for Economic Affairs Maryam 
Al-Aqeel is heading a government team 
comprising of members from relevant 
government agencies, to outline procedures 
to bring back stranded expatriates working in 
ministries and other government entities.

One of the steps being examined by 
the team to return stranded government 
employees is to launch an online database 
for the registration of public sector expatriate 
workers currently abroad, with government 
agencies asked to submit a list of expatriate 
employees who are currently stranded outside 
Kuwait to the database.

A large number of expatriates have been 
stranded abroad due to the precautionary 
measures introduced by the authorities to 
curb the spread of coronavirus, including a 
decision to ban the citizens of 32 countries 
from entering Kuwait until further notice.

The proposed online database will have 
similar features to the one implemented 
as part of  the government’s plan to return 
citizens who were stranded abroad. The team 

will register expats of specific professions on 
the platform taking into account Kuwait’s 
need for their services, with priority given to 
employees in the Ministry of Health, especially 
doctors, as their services are vital in the 
ongoing fight against the coronavirus.

It has been reported that recently the 
Ministry of Health (MoH) finalized the lists 
of expatriate medical, technical, nursing 
and administrative staff stranded abroad. In 
a related issue, the MoH last month began 
suspending the salaries of employees, 
including doctors, technicians and 
administrators who are stranded abroad and 

whose vacation days have ended.
Expatriates have been unable to return as 

international flights were initially halted as the 
airport suspended its activities in mid-March. 
When the airport reopened in August, the 
Directorate-General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) 
in discussion with the health authorities 
decided to impose a ban on flights arriving 
from 32 countries to tackle the spread of the 
new coronavirus.

The DGCA had announced in July that MoH 
personnel considered essential to providing 
services in the country, including doctors, 
nurses and technicians, would be allowed into 
the country along with their family members. 
Nevertheless, more than 1000 health 
personnel, who are employed as doctors, 
nurses, radiology technicians and laboratory 
staff remain stranded abroad, most of them 
from India.
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Public Authority for Manpower (PAM)  
has stated that it received more than 
3,000 complaints from employees, 

mainly over non-payment of salaries during 
the coronavirus pandemic period. PAM 
also said it had referred nearly 400 files of 
companies alleged to have engaged in 
human trafficking to the Public Prosecution. 

Elaborating on these statements, the 
Deputy Director General for Manpower 
Protection at PAM, Dr. Mubarak Al-Azmi, 
said: “During the period of the coronavirus 
pandemic we formed two crisis and 
emergency teams in addition to the existing 
inspection teams, to monitor the conditions 
of expatriate workers. During this period, 
we received around 3,000 complaints from 
employees, of which 2,300 cases were 
settled by providing necessary assistance.

In addition, the teams tackled other 
urgent matters during this crisis including 
the state’s deportation of residency visa 

violators, as well as handling workers who 
wanted to return to their homelands. The 
departure of 800 expat workers to their 
country was facilitated in cooperation with 
the Ministry of Interior and the Civil Aviation 
authorities.”

Explaining PAM’s procedures for 
complaints of non-payment of salaries, Al-
Azmi explained that “with regard to salaries, 
we start by calling the employer through 
the Ministry of Interior, and we try to reach 
amicable solutions, In most cases the 
employer fully cooperates and we can ensure 
the workers get their salaries. However, 
if there is no cooperation, measures are 
then taken against the perpetrator in 
coordination with the Ministry of Interior.” 
He explained that all complaints are dealt 
with, whether the employees go on strike or 
issue a normal complaint.

PAM made sure 1,980 employees were 
paid their salaries during the pandemic 

period, as some employers said they found 
it difficult to communicate with their 
workers. Under these circumstances, PAM 
acted as a middle-man in facilitating the 
salary handover process by ensuring the 
payments were made at the authority’s 
headquarters.

He pointed out that some employers 
were unable to pay salaries as they had no 
financial liquidity, and in such cases, they 
were referred to the judiciary, stressing 
that the most important thing is to ensure 
workers’ rights and ease the process for 
their return to their home countries.

On the topic of human trafficking, Al-
Azmi explained that “after receiving any 
complaints, we look into the registered 
files of employers to find any problems 
regarding the employment of workers.”

He added that an investigation is 
launched against anyone on suspicion 
of residency visa trading, or human 

trafficking, and PAM gathers information of 
these crimes before handing the file over 
to the Public Prosecution or the General 
Department of Investigations. He noted 
that since the beginning of the coronavirus 
crisis PAM had sent 400 files to the 
prosecution, and is continuing to uncover 
any company or institution that has been 
involved in these crimes. 

PAM refers around 400 cases of 
human trafficking to prosecution

Kuwaiti inventor Jenan Al-Shehab 
has grabbed two awards and a 

gold medal at the Fifth International 
Invention Innovation Competition 
iCAN 2020 that was held in Toronto, 
Canada. Over 600 inventors from 
60 countries participated in the 
international competition which was 
held online. 

Al-Shehab was declared one of 
the winners of the Canadian Special 
Awards presented by Toronto 

International Society of Innovation’s 
Advanced Skills (TISIAS) and also a 
winner of the Best Woman Inventors 
Awards of iCAN 2020.

She also qualified to the final 
and grand prizes stage in July 
after winning a gold medal at the 
preliminary contest. Al-Shehab 
received the awards for inventing a 
wireless power transmission system, 
named Electrodis.

“Elecrodis helps transmit electricity 

wirelessly from a distance without the 
need for any physical connections as 
it converts electromagnetic waves 
into electricity that can be used in 
charging and activating electronic/
electrical devices,” she told KUNA. 
She added that her invention is 
proven and patented to transmit 
wireless electricity from up to three 
meters.

Al-Shehab has won several 
international and local prizes 

including Kuwait’s Youth Excellence 
and Creativity Award in 2018, for 
which she was honored by His 
Highness the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh 
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. 
In 2019, she snatched a gold medal at 
the Moscow International Inventions 
and Innovative Technology Salon 
‘Archimedes’. In June of the same year, 
she received the Special Recognition 
Award from Global Woman inventor 
and innovator network GWIIN. 

Kuwaiti inventor wins gold in global invention competition
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It does not matter if you are on a 
diet, no one can eat a plain toast 
for breakfast. I usually dress up 

my toast with some kind of spread 
that I choose based on its quantity 
and the quality. There are important 
questions to ask yourself like which 
spreads to use? And how much? This 
is to reduce the calories and ensure 
your breakfast is nutritious.

Margarine: Some people prefer 
this spread as it is a better choice to 
butter.  However, when you pick a 
margarine product, make sure it is 
made from a healthier oil, like olive 
oil, and this will ensure you benefit 
from a dose of heart-healthy fats (the 
mono- and poly- unsaturated kind). 
These healthier fats can even help to 
raise HDL cholesterol.

Now, margarine may be 
considered a healthier choice, but it 
is still a fat and so use it sparingly.
Cream cheese: You are mistaken for 
thinking cream cheese is a good daily 
dairy serving for your breakfast. This 
is because cream cheese contains 
much more fat than calcium. If you 
like it, go for the light one instead. 1 
tablespoon of Regular: 50 calories, 5 
g of fat, 12 mg of calcium.

Light: 30 calories, 3 g of fat, 12 mg 
of calcium.

Labne: I love Labne in the morning 
with some zaatar, lettuce and olives. 
It is a good option to start your day 
with, while getting the vitamin D and 
calcium dose.  Another way to eat 
it is with fresh jam, pistachios and a 
sprinkle of sea salt.

One tablespoon of low-fat Labne 
has 90 calories.
Nutella: Nutella is marketed as a 
healthy breakfast choice for children. 
Of course it contains more than 50 
hazelnuts per jar, but they do not 
tell you that it contains much more 
sugar and fat than hazelnuts. It is 
fine to enjoy Nutella once in a while 

but do not think about it as a healthy 
breakfast option. One tablespoon 
contains 100 calories and 6 g of fat. 
If you want to enjoy it as a healthy 
breakfast option, learn to make a 
healthy option from an online recipe.
Peanut butter: It provides 
carbohydrates, proteins and 
monounsaturated fatty acids 
(good fat) which lowers LDL 
(bad cholesterol), and increases 

HDL (good cholesterol). Peanut 
butter also contains vitamin E and 
magnesium. While peanut butter is 
a healthy option, you should still eat 
it in moderation. Even though its fat 
is considered good for the heart, it 
is still considered as fat and fat has 
calories 1/2 1 tablespoon contains 95 
calories 8 g of fat.
Jam: Jam can be a refreshing sweet 

topping on toast for breakfast, but 
do not take it as a fruit substitute. 
Jam contains a lot of sugar, mainly 
glucose, not fructose that is found 
in fruits. 1 tablespoon contains 50 
calories and 0 g fat.
Honey: I recommend savoring the 
natural organic one, especially 
during the flu season. 60 calories has 
0 g protein.

Mira is a go-to source for nutrition and 
wellness and writes a weekly column in The 
Times Kuwait on nutrition and also answers 
your  queries. You can send in your questions to 

infotimeskuwait@gmail.com

Spreads on toast
Ask Mira: Eating Right to Live Happy & Healthy

 Thought
  for the         e

week
– Charles Kettering

American inventor, engineer, businessman, 
and the holder of 186 patents

“Believe and act as if it were 
impossible to fail.”

To subscribe to my diet programs, 
don’t forget to log in to: 

www.eatlikemira.com.

Pickling is an amazing technique 
for preserving fresh food and 

making it even tastier. Fermented 
pickles take a little more time and 
consideration, but you can quick 
pickle just about any vegetables 
— and more fruits than you might 
imagine. If you have got a garden 
bounty or even just overbought at the 
market, pickling is an easy, delicious 
way to avoid food waste. What you 
can pickle is really only limited by 
your imagination. These surprising 
things make delicious pickles, and 
you can make every single one of 
them at home.

Avocado Pickles: Great if you want 
to use up an abundance of underripe 
avocados or even just one. Peeled 
and sliced, they go into a spicy pickle 
bath that tenderizes them and makes 
them perfect for topping tacos, 
sandwiches, and nachos.

Pickled Shrimp: These pickles are as 
simple as poaching shrimp and then 
soaking them in a basic pickle brine. 

Quick Pickled Cherry Tomatoes: 
Pickled cherry tomatoes is great for 
small things like grapes and cherries, 
which involves puncturing the 
tomatoes with a skewer so the brine 

can get past the fruit’s skin. These are 
delightful for salads of all kinds.

Watermelon Rind: Stop throwing 
away your summer watermelon rind 
and start pickling them for a crunchy, 
sweet-and-salty snack. You cut away 
most of the very hard green exterior 
of your rinds and pickle the white 
meaty part of the rind in a mixture of 
vinegar, sugar, salt, and spices.

Pickled Eggplant: Pickling eggplant 
removes any bitterness and makes it 
tender, not spongy. This is another 
quick pickle that does not require 
fermenting or canning. Thinly slice 
the eggplant and maybe a red onion 
or shallot and cover them in your 
favorite combination of vinegar, salt, 
and spices.

Pickled Yellow Squash: This quick 
pickle can be made with slices or 
spears, and squash pickles are a 
delicious replacement for traditional 
cucumber pickles on burgers.

Pickled Corn: If you have ever had 
corn relish, you have likely had 
pickled corn and know that this 
sweet summer produce is totally 
transformed by a little vinegar pickle. 
For this pickle, it is best to cut the 
fresh corn from the cob and then 
cover it in a warm pickle brine to keep 
the corn crunchy.

Pickled Grapes or Cherries: File 
this under things you did not know 
you really needed to pickle, like right 
now. Pickled grapes — and this same 

recipe can be used with cherries — 
are quite a luxury for your cheese 
board or when added to chicken 
salads. They also make an incredible 
garnish for lemonade and cocktails.

Pickled Peaches: Peaches — and 
plums and pears are prime for 
pickling and ideal for any underripe 
fruit. Pit, peel, and slice the fruit (or 
leave it in big halves) and cover with 
a warm brine of apple cider vinegar, 
sugar, and salt.

Pickled Radishes: Pickled radishes 
are common in a number of cuisines, 
including Korean and Mexican. The 
crunchy, tangy vegetables are ideal 
for topping your tacos, eating with 
Korean fried chicken or adding flavor 
to a banh mi sandwich.

Surprising
things you
can pickle
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In a concerted bid to slash 
capital spending by 25 percent 
over the next five years, 

Kuwait Petroleum Corporation 
(KPC) has reportedly hired a global 
consultant to help merge its 
subsidiaries and become a leaner, 
more efficient enterprise.

The report, carried by several 
international media outlets, 
added that the country’s Supreme 
Petroleum Council, headed by His 
Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh 
Sabah Al-Khalid Al-Sabah, which 
has overarching responsibility over 
Kuwait’s oil industry, is said to have 
approved the merger plan.

KPC, the parent company 
for eight subsidiaries that are 
engaged in various upstream and 
downstream oil industry activities 
in Kuwait and abroad, is reported 
to be planning on merging and 
consolidating activities at these 
subsidiaries so as to streamline 
operations and increase efficiency, 
as well as trim its five-year capital 
spending to KD19.8 billion. 

As part of this expenses 
trimming process, the oil giant 
is said to have already cancelled 
several projects while shelving 
others, including in the exploration 
field. In this regard, the parent 
company is understood to have 
recently postponed some of the 
foreign acquisitions and upstream 
exploration plans by its subsidiary, 
Kuwait Foreign Petroleum 
Exploration Company (KUFPEC).

It was reported that in order 
to set the stage for internal 
consolidation KPC reorganized the 
senior management at each of its 

eight subsidiaries last year. The 
streamlining plan is expected to 
take around two years to complete 
and could see KUFPEC, Kuwait Oil 
Tanker Company (KOTC),  Kuwait 
Integrated Petroleum Industries 
Company (KIPIC) and Kuwait Gulf 
Oil Company (KGOC) integrated 
into other subsidiaries of KPC.

Oil income accounts for around 
90 percent of the country’s 
revenue, and with oil prices 
dropping by over 30 percent 
this year, Kuwait is keen to curb 
government spending and to cut 
expenses in other areas, as well 
as increase the efficiency of many 
state-run enterprises. 

KPC had said in 2018 that it 
planned to spend about KD150 
billion on capital projects until 
2040, now however, the company 
is looking at additional cuts 
beyond the 11 percent reduction 
in operating expenses that it has 
planned for this fiscal year. As 
an integral part of this realigned 
priorities, KPC is said to have given 
its blessings to its subsidiary, Kuwait 
National Petroleum Company 
(KNPC) to scrap its plans to build 
an ambitious renewable energy 
project, the 1.5 GW Dibdibah Solar 
Project, which was estimated to 
cost around KD300 million.

A source at KNPC was quoted 
as saying: “KNPC is still awaiting 
response from the government 
after a long delay in the execution 
of this vital project … it could 
be either awarded to the lowest 
bidder from the last tender, or it 
could be re-tendered at a later 
date to save funds, looking at the 

rapid pace at which technological 
advancements are taking place 
in this industry. It is also possible 
that the project could be scrapped 
altogether.”
Kuwaitization at KPC: KPC has 
been at the forefront of the 
country’s Kuwaitization drive that 
aims to replace foreign workforce 
in the country with citizens. The 
Corporation has already replaced 
thousands of expatriates with citizens 
in administrative and technical fields, 
both in its headquarters and within 
its subsidiaries.

Employee recruitments that 
were stopped in March due to 
the coronavirus pandemic and 
subsequent preventive lockdown 

of the country, is reported to 
have resumed in full swing 
since the end of a full lockdown 
period. Those who had submitted 
their applications in January 
have already been interviewed 
and tests for English language 
proficiency and specialization 
skills will be completed within the 
coming two weeks, said a source 
knowledgeable about these 
matters.

Employment mechanism in the 
oil sector is reported to be among 
the top priorities for the Minister of 
Oil and Acting Minister of Electricity 
and Water, Dr. Khaled Al-Fadhel 
and the CEO of the KPC Hashem 
Sayed Hashem. Both are said to 

be keen to ensure employment 
for the largest number of Kuwaitis 
in the oil sector. According to one 
report, more than 5,226 Kuwaitis 
have been employed in KPC and 
its subsidiaries in the last five years, 
and that the oil major continues to 
work with educational institutions 
in the country and abroad to hire 
qualified nationals in various 
disciplines in accordance with 
employment plans that define the 
needs of the oil sector. 

Corruption to be weeded out: 
In the meantime, it has been 
reported that the Oil Ministry 
and KPC management are keen 
to weed out corruption from the 
oil sector. In this regard, it is to be 
noted that during the past five 
years, around 20 officials within 
the company have been referred 
to the Public Prosecution, the Anti-
Corruption Authority (Nazaha) and 
other investigative agencies for 
various crimes.

KPC and its subsidiary 
companies also set up several 
internal investigative committees 
to examine administrative 
and other practices that were 
mentioned in reports by the 
State Audit Bureau. This internal 
investigation is said to have 
resulted in the 52 disciplinary 
penalties, including the dismissal 
of four officials from service 
without compensation. 

The strict adherence to 
upholding the law by KPC and its 
subsidiaries is believed to have 
led to the recovery of over KD22.5 
million of misappropriated public 
funds in recent years. 

LOCAL

KPC: Merger of subsidiaries, 
Kuwaitization and Corruption probes

Nearly a month into the resumption of 
commercial services at Kuwait International 

Airport (KIA), more than 88,000 passengers 
transited through the airport in August. This 
was revealed in the latest statistics provided by 
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA). 
The report showed a total of 1,152 flights arrived 
or departed from KIA carrying a total of 88,792 
passengers.

India topped the destinations with about 
22,876 passengers on 141 flights, followed by 

Turkey, the UAE and Qatar, during the period 
from 1 to 28 last August. The total departures 
reached 65,368 passengers on board 582 flights, 
while the number of arrivals totaled 23,424 
passengers on 570 flights.

The number of departures to Turkey, which 
was the second most travelled to destination, 
especially by citizens, reached 18,752 passengers 
on board 136 flights, while 8,251 passengers 
arrived from that country on 135 flights. On 
the other hand, a total of 9,144 passengers left 

on board 128 flights to the UAE, while 6,297 
passengers arrived onboard 127 flights from the 
Emirates. The number of passengers coming 
from Qatar was 3,905 on 76 flights while the 
number departing for that country was 5360 
passengers on board 76 flights. 

The report added that DGCA has ensured 
the highest standards of health precautions are 
followed by passengers to avoid coronavirus 
infections, and guarantee the safety of 
travelers and workers. It clarified that all health 

procedures required for departures and arrivals 
were strictly adhered to, with the introduction of 
special teams that worked 24-hours to examine 
travelers and facilitate their travel procedures 
starting from the airport gates all the way to the 
gate of the plane.

Passengers at KIA cross 88,000 mark in August
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First female judges take office in Kuwait
For the first time in Kuwait’s judicial 

history, eight women were sworn 
in as judges on Thursday. The first 

batch of women judges were part of 58 new 
judges who took the oath of office before 
the Chairman of Kuwait’s Supreme Judicial 
Council and the Cassation Court and 
President of the Constitutional Court Yousef 
Al-Mutawa, on 4 September.

The oath of office was administered in 
the presence of judges of the Cassation 
Court and in attendance by the President 
of the Supreme Judicial Council, Counselor 
Adel Majed Bursli.

The swearing-in of women judges 
was part of Kuwait’s ongoing initiative 
to expand women’s rights and the role 
of women in all fields. In July, Attorney-
General Dirar Al-Asousi had approved the 
promotion of the eight female prosecutors 
to the rank of judge.

In his address to the new judges, Al-
Mutawa’a stressed on the responsibility 
they bear and the duties that must adhere 
to, while urging them to strive for justice 
and the interests of litigants.

He pointed out that the experience of 

female judges will be evaluated after a 
period of time so that more female judges 
could be appointed in future. This, he said, 
placed an additional responsibility on the 
eight newly appointed women judges, as 
they had to prove themselves and show that 

the decision to appoint women as judges 
was a success.

The eight women judges who have made 
history are: Bashair Shah, Bashaer Al-Rakdan, 
Fatima Al-Farhan, Fatima Al-Kandari, Fatima 
Al-Sagheer, Lulwa Al-Ghanim, Rawaat Al-
Tabtabae, and Sanabel Al-Houti.

Commenting on the appointment of 
Kuwait’s first female judges, the Head 
of Kuwaiti Women’s Cultural and Social 
Society, Lulwa Saleh Al-Mulla, said her 
organization had fought long and hard 
for the right of women to serve as judges. 
“These appointments are heartwarming, 
and we believe that we are taking steps 
forward towards the ranks of advanced 
countries,” she said.

Women in Kuwait were granted the right 
to vote and run for political office in 2005. 
Four years later, the four female lawmakers 
were elected to parliament.

The nearly six-month long curfew and 
subsequent lockdown of the country in 

the wake of the coronavirus pandemic, has 
been gradually lifted with economic and social 
activities slowly being allowed to return to 
normalcy, inh the government’s staggered 
‘unlocking’ process. 

The fourth phase of a five-phase plan to return 
to normalcy was launched on 18 August and full 
curfew was withdrawn on 31 August. The fourth 
phase saw restaurants and cafes being permitted 
to reopen with social distancing measures in 
place, public transport could resume with social 
distancing rules in force, and both government 
and private sectors were allowed to operate with 
50 percent capacity of their workforce. Football 
matches were also allowed to resume, without 
the presence of spectators, as of 15 August. 

A number of other activities originally 
scheduled to come in under phase five of the 
plan were also included in the fourth phase due 
to the stabilization ofCOVID-19 infection rates 
in the country. These include the reopening of 
sports clubs, gyms, barbershops, beauty salons, 
health resorts, and tailors.

Last week, the Ministerial Committee for 
the Implementation of Health Requirements 
revealed five new decisions as part of the 
framework of a staggered return to normalcy 
plan. Director-General of the Kuwait 
Municipality, Engr Ahmad Al-Manfouhi, said that 

the committee decided to reopen restaurants, 
shops and some activities, according to their 
operating procedures that were in place before 
the coronavirus pandemic. Restaurants are now 
allowed to work for 24 hours, and massage 
parlors and prayer rooms in malls and complexes 
would be allowed to reopen. However, shops in 
private housing areas are required to close at 
12:00 midnight.

Al-Manfouhi asserted that hookah is still not 
allowed to be served in cafes for customers, 
while the issue of the recommencement of 
sports academies has not been discussed. 
Meanwhile, the government is preparing a 
draft law that will impose penalties and other 
punitive measures against those who do not 
comply with the health requirements, especially 
those who do not wear face masks.

Kuwait unlock: More 
public spaces open up

PAHW terminates 
nearly a third of expatriates
As part of the government’s Kuwaitization 

policy the Public Authority for Housing 
Welfare (PAHW) recently announced that it was 
ending the services of 135 expatriates employed 
with the Authority, including senior engineers 
and legal advisors.

The terminations affect 34 percent of the 
total 398 expatriates employed at PAHW, and is 
reportedly only the first batch in a three-phase 
retrenchment plan for expatriates outlined by 
the Minister of State for Housing Affairs and 
Minister of Public Works, Rana Al Faris.

The terminated employees, whose contracts 
ended on 1 September, were given two-months 
notice to prepare for their retrenchment. 
The second phase of termination notices is 
scheduled to be delivered in early November, 
and the third and final phase of contract 
cancellations will be in early April 2021.  

Not included in the retrenchment drive 
are expatriate employees whose mothers are 
Kuwaitis, and ‘stateless’ employees, in addition 
to those employed in the services section, such 

as drivers. There have been increasing calls 
in Kuwait over recent months to remedy the 
population imbalance in the country, prompting 
several government entities to outline plans to 
terminate the services of a number of expatriate 
employees working there and to replace them 
with Kuwaiti nationals.

Several Kuwaiti public figures have demanded 
curtailing numbers of migrant workers, mainly 
the unskilled labor, in the country, accusing 
them of straining the country’s health facilities 
and increasing the COVID-19 threat.

Report reveals 
rampant 
infringement 
of public funds
A report recently submitted to the Speaker 

of the National Assembly documents 
several cases involving violations of public 
funds. The report brings out numerous 
violations committed until April 2020, and 
also includes monitoring and investigative 
initiatives that the government aims to take 
in order to recover the misappropriated 
funds.

The report of infringements of public 
funds was compiled from work done by 38 
government agencies which recorded 405 
cases and information on 7 cases involving an 
estimated misappropriation of over KD500 
million. While the value of violations in a 
large number of cases was not determined 
due to various reasons, the report also made 
clear that it was hindered from assessing and 
investigating certain cases.

The committee in charge of following up 
on public fund violations until April 2020, 
provided the report to the Minister of Justice  
and Minister of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs 
Dr. Fahad Muhammad Mohsen Al-Afasi 
who submitted it to the National Assembly 
Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanim.

Among the cases highlighted in the report 
are that of Kuwait Petroleum Corporation 
suffering cyber fraud valued at US$150,000 
and Kuwait Investment Authority registering 
US$37,000 for purchase of alcohol for one of 
its establishments. 

There were also other cases involving 
employees committing suspicious actions in 
the Tourism Projects Company by obtaining 
profit through illegal means, harming 
and neglecting the public fund, as well as 
infringing on public funds with regard to 
bonuses and salaries disbursed wrongly and 
unlawfully, and other sums lost in providing 
‘hospitality’, in addition to a large amount of 
money stolen through forgery using official 
documents and revenue stamps.

The majority of cases (69) were discovered 
in the Public Authority for Disability Affairs 
(PADA), followed by the Ministry of Interior 
(65), the Ministry of Health (31), Ministry of 
Education (26) and the Ministry Electricity 
and Water (25) where most of the cases 
involved illegal supply of electricity.

International criminal gangs have been 
targeting the bank accounts of customers 

in Kuwait and are reported to have stolen large 
sums of money over the past two months.

Security authorities have received around 
140 reports of such bank frauds in the last 
couple of months, with the gangs employing 
different tactics to defraud customers in the 
country. One method involves sending text 
messages from phone numbers similar to local 
networks that inform clients of winning cash 
prizes, or informing them that debts and bank 
loans in their names will be postponed for a 
longer period, and requesting them to confirm 
important bank details such as passwords or 
account numbers, and any other information 
that helps them access their bank accounts.

Several customers have complained of 
receiving direct phone calls from the numbers 
of local telecommunications companies 
claiming to be employees of local banks, 

and requesting important bank details from 
customers before withdrawing large amounts 
from their accounts.

The Cyber   Crime Department has repeatedly 
warned peop l e against responding to these 
types of calls or text messages, and have urged 
people to c o mpletely ignore them to avoid 
becoming a victim of these criminal gangs. It is 
surprising that despite these warnings, people 
continue to fall prey to these types of fraud.

International gangs target
bank accounts in Kuwait
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UN agencies sign ‘Tamkeen’
initiative with GSSCPD and PAM
Under the auspices of the MInister of 

Social Affairs and Minister of State 
for Economic Affairs Mariam Al-

Aqeel the General Secretariat  for Supreme 
Council of Planning and Development 
(GSSCPD) along with the Public Authority 
for Manpower (PAM) signed the ‘Tamkeen’ 
(Strength) initiative project agreement 
with the United Nations International 
Organization for Migration (IOM) and the 
United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP).

The signing took place in the presence 
of the Secretary General of the General 
Secretariat for Supreme Council of Planning 
and Development, Dr. Khaled Mehdi, and 
the Director General of the Public Authority 
of Manpower, Ahmed Al- Moussa,  the Chief 
of Mission of the International Organization 
for Migration, Iman Ereiqat, and the Resident 
Representative of the United Nations 
Development Programme in Kuwait, Hideko 
Hadzialic.

The ‘Tamkeen’ Initiative aims to 
contribute towards the strengthening of 
Kuwait’s Global Positioning pillar under 
the Kuwait National Development Plan 
(KNDP) 2035, predominantly in the context 

of secondary COVID-19 response, by 
promoting national mechanisms on good 
migration and mobility governance, and to 
enhance the facilitation of labor mobility for 
an improved recruitment experience.

Commenting on the initiative, Minister 
Al-Aqeel said, “Tamkeen is another step 
in the right direction that will essentially 
contribute to a better Kuwait both as 
a leading humanitarian center and a 
progressive government with modernized 
business and mobility governance 

technologies and procedures. We are always 
working towards growth and development.”

Dr. Mehdi added, “Kuwait is making 
strides in the era of digital transformation. 
All endeavors and resources that we devote 
must be both efficient and responsive 
to market needs, and to regulate the 
recruitment of foreign workers in addition 
protecting employers and workers 
simultaneously.”

For his part, Al-Moussa said, “We look 
forward to taking this initiative further 

and we are positive about the outcomes 
with IOM’s coordination and cooperation 
to develop this initiative and partner on 
bringing ethical recruitment to a new level 
so that we can better protect all members 
of our society.” 

Sharing her pride in the initiative Ms. 
Ereiqat noted, “Digital transformation is not 
just the way forward, it is the new lifestyle 
that everyone should adopt. It is a marker of 
transparency and integrity. It is also a marker 
of development and progressive attitudes.”

Adding his comments Mr. Hadzialic 
said, “UNDP has long been partnering 
with GSSCPD and PAM to support the 
implementation of KNDP towards the 
fulfilment of New Kuwait Vision 2035, We are 
glad to have facilitated in concluding this 
initiative with IOM that will further contribute 
to the overall objective of KNDP, particularly 
the Global positioning Pillar. This project is a 
timely support initiative to the Government 
of Kuwait in its effort to promote integrity 
and transparency of recruitment of migrant 
workers at all levels. The mobile technology 
of this initiative will also connect employees 
and labor inspectors together to promote 
sound employment relationships.”

Bienvenido Espino, imprisoned for 13 years 
for the murder of a Filipina woman, who 

received a full pardon from the Kuwait Amir, 
was released from jail and headed home to the 
Philippines on 30 August on board a Kuwait 
Airways Chartered Flight.

Espino, who used to work for a French 
breakfast restaurant was sentenced to death by 
Kuwait court for the murder of a Filipina in 2007. 
With a strong representation from the Philippine 
Embassy and with blood money, Espino’s death 
sentence was commuted in 2009 as ‘tanazul’ or 
forgiveness letter was secured from the family 
of the victim in Cagayan De Oro, Philippines. 
However, a jail-term of 13 years had to be 
completed as a condition before his release. 
In a brief interview with The Times Kuwait, 
Philippine Charges D’ Affaires Mohammad 
Noordin Lomondot,  expressed his gratitude to 
His Highness The Amir of Kuwait and the judicial 
system for granting a full pardon to Espino and a 
chance to be with his family back home.

“I also thank the Philippine government for its 
support to Espinos’ case that led to his release 
yesterday and the strong legal representation by 

the embassy for finally achieving his freedom,” 
stated CDA Lomondot, who was present at the 
airport to oversee the 12th chartered Flight to 
Philippines.

Another Filipino national shares a similar 
fate to that of Espino, as he is detained for 
killing another Filipino national in their home in 
Fahaheel in 2014. The 59-year-old Filipino killed 
his roommate by stabbing him nearly 20 times 
after he found his roommate texting passionate 
messages to his girlfriend, who lives in the same 
apartment. Police found the Filipino victim lying 
in a pool of blood in the Fahaheel apartment, 
while the girl’s hand was bleeding after she was 
injured during the attempt to stop him.

The girl told police her boyfriend stabbed 
the victim after learning that he was texting her 
and that he then tried to kill her before fleeing 
the flat. Police found the killer hiding under 
the stairs in the same building, and found the 
murder weapon, a kitchen knife that the alleged 
murderer had washed and put back in the 
kitchen.

“When he was asked by police why he 
committed this crime, the man replied that 
jealousy pushed him to do so, after finding 
messages from the murder victom on his 
girlfriend’s mobile phone..,” the Arabic language 
daily Al Anba said.

Filipino serving life sentence
freed, returns home

This year’s edition of the IKEA catalogue 
marks its 70th birthday and to help 

celebrate, it is turned into something that 
everyone can enjoy and find useful: a 
handbook for a fresh start at home, affordable 
for everyone!

Life is a series of new starts, sometimes 
they come when you expect them and just as 
often, when you don’t. Transitions to what’s 
next in our ever-changing lives require new 
ways of thinking, new perspectives, new 
habits, new ideas and new solutions.

Currently, the world is dealing with one 
of the greatest challenges in living memory. 
2020 hit every home in some way. That is 
why this year’s IKEA catalogue is created 
as a handbook that feels like a friendly and 
optimistic problem solver full of smart tips, 
hands-on ideas and small affordable shifts, 
rooted in real life at home. It is a way of 
sharing knowledge, a point of view that a 
better home creates a better everyday life at 
home. The handbook is filled with “how to’s” – 
how creating a better home don’t have to be 
complicated, expensive or time consuming.

IKEA catalogue 2021 is not just a catalogue. 
It is lots of inspiration and knowledge of life at 
home. Inspiration you can also access on your 
smartphone, browse on our website, meet on 
social media, and explore in the IKEA stores.  
A fresh start, now more affordable than ever.

IKEA Catalogue 2021

A fresh start, now more
affordable than ever
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The Institute of Chartered Accountants of 
India (ICAI) Kuwait Chapter, in collaboration 

with Muscat chapter, conducted a webinar on 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning 
(ML) for accounting and finance on 29 August for 
the benefit of its members.

In the welcoming addresses by CA. 
Ramananda Prabu, Chairman ICAI Muscat 
chapter and CA. Kaizar Shakir, Chairman ICAI 
Kuwait Chapter, the audience was told about 
the importance of AI and ML in today’s rapidly 
changing digital world. Mr. Shakir also informed 
members about ICAI’s approval to conduct CA 
examinations in Kuwait. 

The event was graced by distinguished guests 
CA. Dayaniwas Sharma, central council member 
of ICAI as chief guest and Professor Sundararajan, 
Director ICMA Oman as guest of honor. The 
attendees listened with rapt attention to the 
distinguished guests, and their visions and 
experience, as well as enthusiasm on the subject. 

CA. Manish Jain introduced the topic 
speaker Arjun Wadhwa, CFO CL Educate Ltd. 

who then went on to explain AI and ML is the 
most simplified manner possible. He explained 
through various real-life examples, how Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine learning is the key to 
success for all, including finance professionals. 
AI is being rapidly commercialized with new 
applications for manufacturing, energy, health 
care, oil and gas, as well as for professionals in 
the field of finance, audit, risk, and compliance. 

The session was well received by the audience 
of over 140 members and concluded with a Vote 
of Thanks by CA. Trisha Dalmia.

The ICAI Kuwait Chapter is a professional 
association of Indian chartered accountants 
with a strength of more than 500 plus members 
and its objective is to provide its members 
with professional and social networking 
opportunities. The Chapter regularly conducts 
continuing professional education programs 
and various sports and social activities for the 
benefit of its members. The Chapter thanked its 
annual sponsors, Al Mulla Exchange, Focus Net, 
BDO and NBK for their support.

ICAI Kuwait Chapter conducts webinar
on AI and ML for Accounting and Finance

The ongoing shortage in the supply of 
domestic helpers for households is 
likely to continue for the foreseeable 

future, according to the Head of the Union 
for Owners of Recruitment Offices for 
Domestic Workers, Khaled Al Dokhnan.

He noted that repeated requests made 
to the Public Authority for Manpower (PAM), 
the Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs and other relevant entities, 
have failed to reinstate visas for domestic 
workers, and to open up the airport to 
flights from countries that are on a banned 
list, such as India, the Philippines, Sri Lanka 
and Nepal, from where the highest number 
of domestic helpers arrive.

Under the circumstances, the likelihood 
of resuming recruitment of domestic 
workers from abroad any time soon appears 
bleak, said the union head. Al-Dokhnan 
added that the number of domestic workers 
available for hiring has dwindled due to the 
absence of any recruitment from abroad 
for the last seven months and many of the 
workers in the country are currently on 
expired work contracts and wish to return 
to their countries.

On the other hand, statistics available 
at PAM show that the total recruitment 

offices registered with the department in 
charge of domestic workers was 483 and 
that there were 1,628 domestic workers 
registered with these establishments. 
Figures from PAM also reveal that 794 
complaints were received by the domestic 
worker department from April 2019 until 
now, of which 307 were investigated, 192 
were referred to the judiciary and 155 
were resolved amicably. In the meantime, 
the Public Authority for Civil Information 
(PACI) has revealed that their new branch in 
Ahmadi Governorate alone has dispensed 
over 14,000 visas to domestic workers.

The continued suspension of activity at 
domestic worker recruitment offices has led 
to a booming black market for household 
helpers. Taking advantage of the demand 
from clients and the lack of competition, 
unscrupulous brokers have been filling the 

supply void by providing domestic labor 
services illegally and at high prices. These 
brokers have been found to advertise their 
services on social media platforms and are 
offering African and Asian domestic workers 
for a price of KD25 for a four-hour period, or 
KD250 per month.

In March, at the onset of coronavirus 
pandemic in the country, the Assistant 
Undersecretary for Residency Affairs in 
the Ministry of Interior, Major General Talal 
Marafi, called on citizens and expats not to 
hire domestic workers who work part-time 
or hourly, which is in violation of laws and 
in addition poses potential health risks. He 
explained that these workers often offer 
their services in multiple households and 
thereby they increase the risk of spreading 
the virus from an infected person to all the 
houses that employ them.

Domestic helper shortage sees no respite

Jazeera Airways announced 1 September its 
lowest fares yet to 10 destinations in India, 

starting from KD30 one way. 
The fares are valid to fly anytime between 

September 4 and 30, and to Kochi, Delhi, 
Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chennai, 
Jaipur, Vijayawada, Amritsar, and Mangalore.

Customers can book from September 1 on 
the website jazeeraairways.com, the Jazeera 
App or by calling the customer service at 177.

Jazeera Airways has taken every safety 
and precautionary measure on its aircraft and 
Terminal 5 to ensure passengers fly safely.

Passengers must check-in online and 
download their boarding pass on the Jazeera 
App or print it from the website, and are 

mandated to wear face masks and gloves at all 
times throughout their journey. Social distancing 
is in operation throughout Jazeera Terminal 5.

Jazeera Airways announces
flights to 10 destinations 
in India from KD30 one way

Expatriates not the reason
for spread of virus in Kuwait
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

We do not know how the questions were 
framed for this survey. Another disadvantage that 
comes from the small sample size is ‘voluntary 
response bias’. Holding the survey in the midst 
of the coronavirus pandemic was probably not 
the right time to evaluate public feelings on the 
virus. In August, when the sampling was done, 
infections and deaths from the virus were on 
the rise, people were suffering from restricted 
freedom of movement, nixed social interactions, 
and possibly worried about the economic burden 
of the disease. Understandably, people were 
looking for a scapegoat for all their troubles, and 
what better ‘goat’ than expatriates?. 

For purposes of accuracy, the originators 
of the survey should have made all this clear 
through a disclaimer to their survey, but the fact 
that they did not will only help to add fuel to 
the xenophobic sentiment among a section of 
Kuwait society.

In recent months there have been vociferous 
calls in parliament and elsewhere for the 
authorities to realign the skewed 
demographics in the country, by 
reducing the number of expatriates 
and speed up the Kuwaitization 
drive in public sector jobs. With 
an expatriate population of 3.4 
million, Kuwaitis account for only 
around 30 percent (1.4 million) of 
the country’s population of 4.8 
million. 

The survey by the Center for 
Gulf and Arabian Peninsula Studies at Kuwait 
University will probably help make such calls for 
throwing out expatriates more strident, but it is 
unlikely to add to the body of accurate academic 
knowledge, or foster open-mindedness in young 
students which will be key to their success in a 
world that is increasingly interconnected.

Setting aside the survey and its published 
results, let us look at how the situation actually 
evolved in the early days of coronavirus infection 
in the country. 

The first recorded case of coronavirus 
infection in the region was on 29 January in the 
United Arab Emirates, in a family of four who 
arrived from Wuhan in China —  acknowledged 
as the epicenter for the origin of the coronavirus. 
This case probably accounted for many of the 
early infections  and spread in the UAE. 

Iran, which in the early days of the infection 
had the largest number of cases after China, has 
been seen as the center for the spread of the 
disease in the region. The first case of the virus was 
reported in the country on 19 February. Nearly all 
of the initial cases in the Gulf Cooperation Council 
(GCC) states, with the exception of the UAE,  have 
been attributed to people who arrived from Iran.

Kuwait reported its first case on 26 February 
with multiple people testing positive for the 
virus among the hundreds of people who were 

evacuated from Mashhad city in Iran. Many of 
those evacuated from Mashhad were citizens, 
not expatriates. The evacuees were quarantined 
and the situation remained relatively stable, with 
only a couple of casualties linked to the virus. 

All this changed in the last week of March, 
when the government began a multi-phased 
evacuation process to bring home Kuwaitis 
stranded abroad, especially from Europe 
which by then was reeling from a surge of virus 
infections and casualties. The batch of evacuees 
began landing from March 25 and were duly 
scanned and quarantined as needed. Again, most 
of those returnees were citizens, not expatriates. 

Kuwait, it should be remembered, had 
stopped all international flights to and from 
seven countries — India, Egypt, Bangladesh, 
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Syria and Lebanon — 
which accounted for most of the expatriates in 
the country, as early as 7 March. So the chances of 
infected expatriates arriving in Kuwait to spread 
the disease as purported by the survey does not 
bear any substance. This opens the question of 
how expatriates became infected in the first 

place, and the answer could probably be best 
answered by another survey.

The coronavirus pandemic, which first erupted 
in China at the tail-end of 2019, has in the space of 
less than nine months spread globally, infecting 
more than 26 million people and claiming the 
lives of over 880,000 worldwide. 

Like elsewhere in the world, the pandemic 
has caused extensive economic damage 
and extracted a severe toll in human lives in 
the six-nation GCC states. To their credit, the 
GCC states responded quickly to the initial 
reports of infection and implemented a slew 
of drastic measures, including closing airports 
to international flights and restricting entry at 
border points, as well as introducing stringent 
lockdowns and curfews within the country. 
The authorities also enforced rigorous health 
precautions, such as a ban on gatherings, the 
closure of public venues, the  wearing of masks 
and maintaining social distancing in public 
places. 

While these steps along with an effective 
health infrastructure may have helped mitigate 
spread of the disease and lower the severity of 
its impact within the GCC, it has not halted the 
infection, with all six countries continuing to 
report new cases and new fatalities on a regular 
basis.
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With elections to the National 
Assembly to be held before 
year-end, it appears lawmakers 

have made grillings their ‘go-to-tool’ to 
demonstrate their competence before their 
voters. Regular interpellations of ministers, 
and subsequent ‘no-confidence’ motions, 
have become a consistent feature during 
the past several parliamentary sessions.

Maybe, the parliament could set aside 
several sessions during each term dedicated 
just for grillings, so that at least for the remaining 
sessions lawmakers could concentrate on 
tackling the numerous economic, financial and 
social concerns of citizens. It is a tall order, but 
one can always hope. 

Tuesday’s session of parliament 
witnessed another spate of grillings. 
National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-
Ghanim announced during the session 
held on 1 September that the parliament 
will hold a special session on September 10 
to vote on a no-confidence motion against 
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of 
Interior Anas Al-Saleh.

The no-confidence motion, the second 
facing the interior minister in less than two-
weeks, was filed following a grilling motion 
by lawmaker Mohammad Hayef during the 
National Assembly’s session on Tuesday. 
MP Hayef had filed the grilling request 
against the minister on 27 August, just a 
day after the Minister Al-Saleh comfortably 
survived a vote of no-confidence that had 
been brought on by other lawmakers.

Minister Al-Saleh’s grilling during 
Tuesday’s parliamentary session centered 
on allegations by MP Hayef of Interior 
Ministry intrusions into the private affairs 
of citizens. The lawmaker also accused 
the minister of “covering up” crimes that 
targeted state security

Following the interpellation, 10 MPs 
submitted a no-confidence motion against 
the minister. Article 102 of the Kuwaiti 
constitution and article 14 of the National 
Assembly bylaw stipulates that a no-
confidence motion can be tabled against 

a minister if a minimum of 10 MPs back 
the motion. The bylaw also states that 
the ‘vote-of-confidence’ can be held only 
after seven days from the date of filing the 
motion. Accordingly, the no-confidence 
motion will be put to vote on the floor 
of the House at the special session of the 
National Assembly on 10 September.
Education Minister to face no-
confidence vote: During the same session 
held on Tuesday, Speaker Al-Ghanim 
informed the House that the upcoming 
special parliamentary session scheduled 
for 10 September would also take up a 
no-confidence motion against Minister of 
Education and Minister of Higher Education 
Dr. Saud Al-Harbi.

Earlier during Tuesday’s session, Minister 
Al-Harbi had faced two separate grillings, 
one tabled by MP AlHumaidi Al-Subai and 
the other by MPs Khalil Abul and Ouda Al-
Ruwaiee. The lawmakers thankfully agreed 
to combine the two grillings into one which 
accused the minister of failing to abide by 
regulations of the Council of Ministers and 
Civil Services Commission (CSC) regarding 
priority of employment for the Kuwaiti 
citizens. The minister was also accused of 
not adopting proper decisions during the 
coronavirus pandemic. 

In their grilling against the minister, 
MPs Abul and Al-Ruwaiee also alleged that 
the minister had mismanaged and caused 
confusion in the various departments of 

the ministry over Kuwait’s online education 
platform. In addition, they accused him of 
undermining the private education system, 
adopting decisions without considering 
quality criteria, and harming the education 
process of students, as well as delaying the 
announcement of scholarships and failing 
to issue university degrees to ‘stateless’ 
students despite them completing their 
studies. 

At the end of the two grillings, 10 MPs 
put their signature to a no-confidence 
motion against the minister. The signatories 
were: Abdulwahab Al-Babtain, Abdulkarim 
Al-Kandari, Alhumaidi Al-Subaie, Bader 
Al-Mulla, Farraj Alarbeed, Dr. Khalil Abul, 
Naser Al Dosari, Dr. Odah Al Rowaie, Omar 
Al-Tabtabae and Yousef Al-Fadhala. 
Prime Minister to face grilling: In 
yet another development during the 
contentious parliamentary session on 
Tuesday, His Highness the Prime Minister 
Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Sabah asked for 
the postponement of his grilling motion, 
which was submitted separately by two 
MPs Abdulkarim Al-Kanderi and AlHumaidi 
Al-Subaie.

Elaborating on his interpellation request 
against the prime minister, which was 
tabled on 26 August, MP Al-Kanderi said 
that the first part of his grilling deals with 
“the government’s mismanagement of the 
Coronavirus pandemic.” In its second part, 
the questioning will center on the “general 

policy of the government regarding the 
country’s fiscal deficit, and the issuance of 
Decision No. 728”. The third axis on which 
the grilling will take place is with regard to 
allegations of “violating Article 39 of the 
Constitution.”

For his part, MP Al-Subaie stated that his 
grilling will center on the issue of negligence 
and carelessness on the part of the prime 
minister in protecting oil revenues, and 
his failure to hold accountable those 
accused of corruption and swindling of 
public funds, as well as ignoring reports 
submitted by the Parliament and the Audit 
Bureau. He also accused the government 
of maintaining “the previous government’s 
infringements on the rights of citizens.”

Citing Article 135 of parliamentary 
bylaws, the prime minister requested 
a delay of two weeks, which was then 
granted and parliament agreed to take up 
the grilling motion during its session slated 
for 15 September. 

Article 135 stipulates that the Speaker of 
the House should inform the Prime Minister 
or Minister immediately upon receiving a 
grilling motion against them, and that it 
should be included in the agenda of the 
first session of parliament so as to set a 
date for holding the grilling, after hearing 
the statement of the person to whom the 
interrogation is directed in this regard.

With regard to the date for discussing 
the motion, Article 135 states that “the 
discussion of the interrogation shall not 
take place until at least eight days after the 
day of its presentation, except in a state 
of urgency and with the approval of the 
Prime Minister or the Minister, as the case 
may be.”

The article also gives the person to 
whom the interrogation is directed, the 
right to “request the extension for a 
maximum of two weeks, which can be 
extended by a further two weeks following 
a parliamentary resolution. Further 
postponement is acceptable only if a 
majority of MPs agree to the request.

Interior, Education Ministers face
no-confidence vote on 10 September

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

his tenure and he helped further consolidate 
the strong relations between the two countries. 
The Netherlands holds His Highness the Amir 
Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah in 
great respect for his positive role in the region 
in helping resolve disputes as well as for being 
the champion of humanitarian causes around 
the world.

A well-experienced diplomat with a career 
spanning more than four decades, Ambassador 
Potuyt is all praise for Kuwaitis who have played 
a crucial role in the region and world with their 
diplomacy. “Kuwaitis are well travelled and have 
been known for their good taste,” he noted.

The Netherlands is among the largest 
trading partners of Kuwait from the European 
Union, and as the ambassador pointed out, no 
wedding in Kuwait is complete without Dutch 
flowers. The supermarket shelves have a variety 
of Dutch products and Dutch technology is 
also widely used in the country from the new 
airport, oil refinery and various other sectors 
where the Dutch make their presence felt.

During his tenure Ambassador Potuyt 
ensured a constant and steady engagement 
with Kuwaitis on all fronts, including 
introducing the flying car that was developed 
by a Dutch company. 

Ambassador Potuyt praised Kuwait’s 
handling of the Corona pandemic in the 
country, adding that it was extremely difficult 

considering that many governments did not 
have much idea about the virus and its harmful 
potential and had attempted to tackle it 
differently.

Ambassador Potuyt’s one advice to Kuwait 
was to diversify their economy and not be so 

depended on an oil-based economy, “the 
Netherlands also made this transition from 
being one of the largest gas consumers in the 
EU,” he points out and adds that Kuwait was at 
the crossroads of making this change for the 
benefit of future generations.

He also made an observation that because 
of the restrictions for travel during Corona most 
Kuwaitis spent their summer in Kuwait and 
realized that there was not much to do. Hence 
Kuwait must also improve its entertainment 
infrastructure so people could spend time in 
the country as well.

Speaking about her experience in Kuwait, 
Anita de Vogel emphasized that she will also miss 
Kuwait and leave the country with good memories 
and a lot of tears because leaving friends behind 
was not easy. Anita praised the hospitality and 
friendly nature of Kuwaitis that made them feel so 
attached to the country in a short time.

A charming and graceful person, Ms. de 
Vogel was the President of International 
Women’s League (IWL) and had a lot of 
activities planned for the year but because 
of the Corona pandemic they could not hold 
them. Nethertheless the few events held under 
her presidency were extremely well received 
and enjoyable. 

While Ambassador Potuyt intends to spend 
his time in charitable causes on his return back, 
his spouse hopes to reconnect with politics and 
prepare for the elections in March 2021.  

Her warm and affable character and 
Ambassador Potuyt’s jovial personality 
radiating warmth and friendship everywhere 
they went, made them a popular diplomatic 
couple. They leave behind good memories 
and further strengthening the strong bonds of 
friendship with their host country Kuwait.

Leaving behind Memories and friendship

Ambassador Potuyt presenting 
a book on Netherlands 

to Managing Editor Reaven D'Souza

Reaven D'Souza Managing Editor
 presenting a memento of The Times Kuwait 

interview to Anita de Vogel
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Pranab Mukherjee
Excellent innings, unfulfilled ambition

S A H RIZVI
THE TIMES BUREAU CHIEF, NEW DELHI

Sitting in his room at the 
Congress Party headquarters 
in New Delhi, former 

President Pranab Mukherjee who 
passed away on Tuesday, once 
narrated an incident while bursting 
into laughter.  Speaking about 
his meeting with the then Prime 
Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao who was 
working on a placement for him in  
the government in 1991, Pranab da, 
as he was fondly known, recalled: 

He had left the Congress Party 
in 1985 over the induction of  Rajiv 
Gandhi as the prime minister, despite 
his seniority and experience for the 
position over the young Gandhi. He 
then made an unsucessful bid to 
float his own party, but then decided 
to rejoin the Congress in 1989 
following the tragic assassination of 
Rajiv Gandhi.

Since he shared a close working 
relationship with Narasimha Rao as a 
Cabinet colleague, one day he along 
with Jitendra  Prasada who was Rao’s 
political secretary went to meet the 
Prime Minister.  Prasada suggested 
that as the Governor post in the state  
of Uttar Pradesh was vacant, that it 
could go to Pranab da. Hearing this, 
Narasimha Rao laughed heartily 
and said to Prasada, “It is true that 
UP is a Hindi belt state and that the 
Congress is in a very poor position 
in the state.  But, have you heard 

Pranab da speak Hindi, whatever 
chances the Congress has at the 
moment will also be doomed if he is 
made governor there.”

Rao however inducted him as 
head of the Planning Commission 
and subsequently in his Council of 
Ministers.  He held several coveted 
assignments under Rao and was his 
main trouble-shooter in times of 
political crisis.

Easily accessible to journalists, 
many of us have their own stories 
to tell of our experience with 
Pranab da.  He was a walking 
encyclopedia of the Congress Party 
and remembered every All India 
Congress Committee (AICC) session 
that was held and the resolutions 
that were passed at those meetings.  
It was impossible at one time to 
think that Congress could even 
draft a resolution without his input. 
It was in 1969 that Indira Gandhi 
spotted his talent and brought him 
to Rajya Sabha  and from then on it 
was a meteoric rise in the Congress 
for Pranab.  He became the trusted 
lieutenant of Indira Gandhi holding 
several portfolios and was made the 
Leader of the Rajya Sabha from 1980 
to 1985. During his long political 
journey he was content to be 
number two in the power hierarchy, 
a job he did for every Congress Prime 
Minister.  Even Congress President 
Sonia Gandhi took his counsel in 
party matters.

One thing that he definitely 
aspired to, and was in fact close to 

achieving in 2004 for the second 
time was to fulfill his ambition 
of getting the top post of  Prime 
Minister  because of his seniority 
and experience.  Unfortunately it 
was not realised as Sonia Gandhi 
handpicked Manmohan Singh as the 
Prime Minister.  

Despite not becoming the Prime 
Minister, his destiny took him out of 
politics and made him the President 
of India in 2012.  With Narendra 
Modi taking over as Prime Minister 
in 2014 he deftly played  his role 
as a non-partisan President,  He 
publicly appreciated some of  Modi’s 
decisions while questioning others.

Prime Minister Modi too said he 
had benefited from Mukherjee’s 
advice. Like most deft politicians,  
Mukherjee was a charmer. Modi 
often publicly praised Pranab 
Mukherjee and said his advice was 
like a lamp in darkness.  The prime 
minister’s compliment was made 
in earnest was attested when the 
government conferred India’s 
highest civilian award the ‘Bharat 
Ratna’ on him, despite his long 
stint with Congress for over five 
decades.

Whenever a newsperson asked 
him about his two narrow misses 
in becoming the country’s prime 
minister, he would smile and say 
that his Hindi was not good  and 
then he would point to destiny.  A 
dream that he surely harbored  but 
destiny never fulfilled.  He died at 
the age of 84.

Deputy Foreign Minister offers condolence at Indian Embassy

Indian embassy organizes 
condolence meeting

Indian Embassy held a condolence meeting on the sad demise of 
former President of India, Shri Pranab Mukherjee.The meeting, held 

at the embassy premises on 3 September, witnessed a large gathering 
of Indian community members who arrived to pay their respects to 
the former president.

Addressing the community, Indian Ambassador H. E. Sibi George 
paid rich tributes to the former president for his immense contribution 
to the country. A video shown on the occasion depicted several 
highlights in the life of the former 
president.

Shri Pranab Mukherjee, the 
elder statesman of Indian politics 
who served as the 13th President 
of India from 2012 to 2017, passed 
away at the age of 84. He had 
been admitted to hospital on 10 
August, for a surgery to remove 
a clot in his brain that developed 
following a fall at his residence. 
He was diagnosed positive for 
coronavirus on being admitted to hospital and remained in a deep 
coma and on ventilator support following the surgery.

An online link has been set up by the embassy for those who wish 
to express their condolences digitally. People wishing to do so can 
visit the link: https://indembkwt.gov.in/digital-condolence-book.php

Kuwait’s Deputy Foreign Minister 
Khaled Al-Jarallah visited the Indian 

Embassy on Wednesday, 2 August to offer 
the State of Kuwait’s condolences to India 
on the sad demise of the former President 
of the country, Shri Pranab Mukherjee. The 
Deputy Foreign Minister was met by India’s 
newly appointed Ambassador to Kuwait H.E. 
Sibi George. Following the signing of the 
condolence book opened at the embassy on 
the occasion, Al-Jarallah praised the strong 
relationship of the deceased former Indian 
president with the Arab world and his great 
role in supporting Arab causes.
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The ironies of climate change are 
often cruel. In our warming world, 
for example, the demand for air 

conditioning (AC) and refrigeration is 
exploding, especially in developing 
countries. But more AC units lead to 
more warming, both from the refrigerant 
chemicals they contain and the electricity 
they use. Globally, cooling can account 
for up to half of peak electricity demand 
during the hot season, which is getting 
longer and longer.

A new report by the International 
Energy Agency (IEA) and the United 
Nations Environment Program (UNEP), 
based on data gathered by a team we 

co-chaired, shows that the transition to 
energy-efficient, climate-friendly cooling 

— using refrigerants that pose a lower 
global-warming threat — is technically and 
economically feasible. Adopting the best 
currently available technologies for both 
refrigerants and energy efficiency could 

eliminate the equivalent of up to 460 billion 
metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions 
by 2060, an amount equal to eight years of 
global greenhouse-gas emissions. By 2030, 
emissions equal to those of nearly 1,600 
medium-size peak power plants would be 
avoided.

Eliminating the ‘super pollutant’ 
refrigerants known as hydrofluorocarbons 
(HFCs) is critical, as is increasing the energy 
efficiency of cooling equipment. Otherwise, 
emissions from this sector alone could use up 
the remaining ‘carbon budget’ for capping 
global warming at the ‘safe’ threshold of 
1.5°C relative to pre-industrial times.

Here, the world’s most successful 
environmental treaty, the Montreal 
Protocol, is a source of inspiration. The 
protocol, which was concluded in 1987 
and entered into force in 1989, successfully 
addressed the first great threat to the global 
atmosphere: that chlorofluorocarbon 
refrigerants and related gases were 
destroying Earth’s protective ozone layer.

At the same time, the Montreal Protocol 
has done more to reduce the climate threat 
than any other agreement — avoiding 
warming by an amount equivalent to that 
caused by all the carbon dioxide emitted 
in the twentieth century, which is more 
than half of all warming. These fluorinated 

gases are also powerful greenhouse 
gases, or climate super pollutants, with 
thousands of times more warming power 
per molecule than CO2. By eliminating 
them, the Montreal Protocol not only put 
the ozone layer on the path to recovery, but 
also significantly slowed the development 
of the climate crisis.

The Montreal Protocol’s most recent 
mandatory measure is the 2016 Kigali 
Amendment, which aims to phase out 
HFCs, used primarily as refrigerants, and 
avoid up to 0.5°C of warming by 2100. The 
amendment’s initial schedule ensures that 
about 90 percent of this target will be 
reached.

With the Kigali Amendment, the nearly 
200 parties to the Montreal Protocol 
(including every UN member) also 
recognized the importance of improving 
the energy efficiency of AC units and other 
cooling equipment during the switch from 
HFCs to more climate-friendly refrigerants. 
Efficiency gains can more than double 
the Kigali Amendment’s climate benefits 
by mid-century, while reducing energy 
generation and transmission costs by 
nearly $3 trillion. They will also reduce 
consumers’ monthly electricity bills, create 
jobs for installation and maintenance staff, 
and, by reducing air pollution, protect 

public health and agricultural productivity.
The UNEP-IEA report highlights ten 

policies that would help to realize these 
benefits. They include universal ratification 
of the Kigali Amendment (the milestone of 
100 countries was reached in July), national 
cooling action plans, proven measures like 
minimum energy-performance standards 
and building codes, and aggregating 
demand for sustainable cooling through 
buyers’ clubs and bulk procurement. This 
would help develop sustainable cold chains 
to reduce food loss and ensure effective 
vaccine dissemination. Improving service 
and maintenance is also essential, as is 
preventing inefficient AC units from being 
dumped in developing countries.

The enormous growth in cooling 
demand means we must act quickly. Today, 
an estimated 3.6 billion air conditioners, 
refrigerators, and related appliances are 
used worldwide; to meet the world’s 
cooling needs, that number will more than 
triple, to 14 billion cooling units, by 2050.

Access to cooling is already becoming 
a leading climate and social justice issue 
around the world, especially in the many 
Asian, African, and South American 
countries that are subject to increasingly 
unlivable temperatures and already suffer 
from poverty, water shortages, and other 
related problems. For example, only about 
7-9 percent of Indian households have 
access to AC today, compared to 60 percent 
in China and 90 percent in the United States. 
In India alone, demand for AC will grow by 
more than a billion units over the coming 
decades. During this time, making cooling 
less polluting will be critical. Decreasing 
the cost, as India has done through its 
innovative bulk procurement program, will 
also be beneficial.

We should all take courage from the 
Montreal Protocol’s success in repairing the 
ozone layer and mitigating more warming 
from greenhouse gases than any other 
measure. All countries must now adopt 
common-sense initiatives to make cooling 
more efficient, less emissions-intensive, 
and more affordable for consumers. 
Most urgently, we must heed the latest 
understanding of the planet’s sensitivity 
to continuing emissions and recognize 
that without rapid action, runaway climate 
change will be far harder to prevent.

ISSUES

EXCLUSIVE to THE TIMES KUWAIT

Climate-Friendly Cooling
Can Slow Global Warming

DURWOOD ZAELKE AND MARIO MOLINA
Durwood Zaelke is President of the Institute for Governance 
& Sustainable Development and a co-director of the Program 
on Governance for Sustainable Development at the University 
of California.
Mario Molina, a 1995 Nobel laureate in chemistry, is a 
professor at the University of California, San Diego and the 
National Autonomous University of Mexico.

Montreal Protocol has done 
more to reduce the climate 

threat than any other 
agreement — avoiding 
warming by an amount 

equivalent to that caused 
by all the carbon dioxide 
emitted in the twentieth 
century, which is more 

than half of all warming.
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The coronavirus pandemic has had a 
devastating impact on middle-income 
countries (MICs). With the exception of 

the United States, the ten countries with the 
highest number of COVID-19 cases to date 
are all MICs. And the same is true for new 
daily cases and COVID-19 deaths per million 
population.

The economic projections for MICs are 
equally dismal. Household incomes will 
fall across the board in 2020, including for 
most of the 100 million additional people 
globally who will fall into extreme poverty in 
a downside scenario.

Latin America’s experience is illustrative: 
the region accounts for just 8.4 percent 
of the global population, but 30 percent 
of total COVID-19 fatalities to date. The 
International Monetary Fund estimates that 
GDP in Latin America and the Caribbean will 
contract by 9.4 percent this year, while the 
World Bank expects a ten-percentage-point 

increase in poverty in the region.
These setbacks come at a time when waves 

of social unrest are spreading across MICs. 
With a few exceptions such as Peru or Ghana, 
the main drivers of discontent, especially in 
Latin America, have been lackluster growth, 
lack of upward mobility, and demands 
for greater political representation and 
participation. Even in better-performing 
economies, like Chile, many feel that their 
expectations and aspirations have not been 
met, and that those at the top of the income 
distribution have captured most of the gains.

To make matters worse, before the 
COVID-19 crisis, the end of the long 

commodity supercycle that had boosted 
MICs’ exports was threatening to reverse 
rising living standards. Young people feared 
they would end up where their parents had 
started a generation ago.

When the pandemic erupted, MIC 
governments responded with lockdowns 
and economic stimulus. But the effectiveness 
of these measures has been limited by high 
urban population densities, sizable informal 
economies that make human contact hard 
to avoid, and financial constraints that are 
much more binding than in the rich world.

In Colombia, for example, GDP will shrink 
this year by approximately 7 percent, the 
largest decline on record. The pandemic-
induced loss of jobs and income has already 
increased the share of the population living 
below the poverty line from 27 percent at 
the end of 2019 to an estimated 38 percent 
in May, despite the government’s provision 
of emergency cash transfers. Moreover, 
inequality has widened, with the income of 
the poorest fifth of the population falling 
by more than 50 percent, compared to a 33 
percent reduction for the top quintile.

The story is similar in other Latin American 
countries, suggesting that the economic 
reversal feared by those protesting in the 
streets last December is already happening. 
Social unrest, which had been hibernating, 
will likely return with a vengeance.

MIC governments cannot afford a 
‘whatever it takes’ response, and are instead 
doing whatever they can. But whatever 
they can do will not be enough, and the 
international community would be short-
sighted to ignore their plight, for at least 
three reasons. First, MICs account for 75 
percent of the world’s population, which 
means there can be no effective global 
health security infrastructure without their 
engagement and support. It is therefore 
essential that these countries have access to 
an effective COVID-19 vaccine as soon as it 
becomes available.

But as things stand, it seems that a 
vaccine or vaccines will go first to the 
advanced economies that are investing in 
their development. Furthermore, the World 
Health Organization, which is leading the 
COVID-19 Vaccine Global Access (COVAX) 
initiative together with the Coalition for 
Epidemic Preparedness Innovations and 
Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, is understandably 
mainly focusing on the poorest countries. 
There is currently no guarantee that COVAX 
will be able to provide the vaccine volumes 
that MICs need.

The ‘missing middle’ is unable to invest 
heavily in laboratories and clinical trials, lacks 
adequate disease and mortality surveillance, 
and receives little global aid. MICs’ rates of 
vaccination against other infectious diseases 

— already lower than herd immunity requires 
— have plummeted during the crisis, which 

will lead to global outbreaks if not addressed.
Second, global economic growth 

depends on the performance of emerging 
markets, which account for 60 percent of the 
world economy. The recovery from the 2008 
global financial crisis was driven by China 
and, through their impact on commodity 
prices and trade volumes, by MICs.

That is unlikely to happen this time, so 
MICs will need to rely on other sources of 
growth to emerge from the pandemic-
driven recession. Unfortunately, MIC 
governments lack the resources to increase 
public investment and de-risk private 
investment, so access to international 
finance is indispensable.

So far, MICs have had adequate access to 
global capital markets, but this could change 
without notice. Deteriorating fiscal and 
economic conditions have already triggered 
a cascade of credit-rating downgrades that 
could worsen. If markets close or become too 
expensive, MICs will need to rely on official 
lenders such as regional development banks. 
But these institutions have limited capacity 
to lend to MICs, and will require capital 
replenishments. Other financing proposals 
include an issuance of IMF Special Drawing 
Rights (the Fund’s reserve asset) or the 
establishment of a special-purpose vehicle 
to channel the liquidity being generated by 
advanced economies’ central banks toward 
emerging markets. Concessional finance via 
regional institutions is also needed to meet 
vaccination shortfalls, finance public goods 
like global health security, and shore up 
safety nets for the poorest populations.

Finally, the world is trying to move 
onto a greener growth path. The bulk of 
infrastructure investment over the next 
three decades will be in MICs, and the 
choices they make will determine whether 
the world achieves zero net greenhouse-gas 
emissions by 2050.

A protracted crisis in MICs — where 
emissions are increasing faster than in the 
developed world — will at best delay such 
efforts, and could have more damaging 
consequences. By helping these countries 
to overcome the pandemic and its economic 
fallout, the international community will be 
acting in its own interests, too.

FOCUS

EXCLUSIVE to THE TIMES KUWAIT

The COVID-19 Middle-Income Trap

Middle-Income countries 
cannot afford a ‘whatever 

it takes’ response, 
and are instead doing 

whatever they can. But 
whatever they can do will 

not be enough, and the 
international community 
would be short-sighted to 

ignore their plight.
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Face masks prove effective in blocking emissions

In a proof-of-concept study researchers 
at Duke University in the US State of 
North Carolina, set out to provide 

visual proof that face masks are indeed 
effective in reducing droplet emissions 
from the wearer during normal use. 

Using easily available material, consisting of a box, 
a laser, a lens and a cell phone camera, the researchers 
confirmed that face coverings helped block expelled 
particles when people cough and sneeze, as well as when 
they talk normally.

The study also showed that some face coverings 
performed much better than others in blocking emissions 
from the wearer. Notably, the researchers reported that 
the best face coverings were N95 masks without valves — 
the hospital-grade coverings that are used by front-line 
health care workers. Surgical or polypropylene masks also 
performed well. 

In addition, the researchers noted that while hand-
made cotton face coverings provided good coverage, 
eliminating a substantial amount of the spray from normal 
speech, bandanas and neck fleeces such as balaclavas 
were not effective in blocking emitted droplets.

The researchers admitted that more work was required 
to investigate variations in masks, speakers, and how 
people wear them, but what the study demonstrated is 
that wearing a mask is a simple and easy way to reduce 

the spread of COVID-19. About half of infections are from 
people who do not show any symptoms, and many do 
not know if they are infected. They can unknowingly 
spread the virus when the cough, sneeze or just talk, if 
they are not wearing a mask.

The team pointed out that if everyone wore a mask, 
“we could stop up to 99 percent of these droplets before 
they reach someone else. In the absence of a vaccine or 
antiviral medicine, it’s the one proven way to protect 
others as well as yourself.”

They added that it was important for businesses 
supplying masks to the public to have good information 
about the products they are providing to assure the best 
protection possible. The study was intended to develop a 
simple, low-cost method that “we could share with others 
in the community to encourage the testing of materials, 
mask prototypes and fittings,” said a team member.  

Plants are analogous to factories that produce 
goods from raw materials; in plants, the goods 
produced correspond to the yield it gives using 

the raw materials of light, carbon dioxide, water and 
nutrients. The complex process of photosynthesis 
plays a major role in a plant’s production, with yield 
suffering when photosynthesis is hindered by a lack of 
raw materials.

Scientists at the University of Essex in the United Kingdom have 
now been able to hack and thereby resolve two major photosynthetic 
bottlenecks that can potentially boost plant productivity by over 27 
percent in real-world conditions.This is the third breakthrough for the 
research team working on the project that goes by the apt acronym RIPE 
(Realizing Increased Photosynthetic Efficiency). The innovative hacking 
was also shown to not only increase yield but also conserve water 
significantly.

Like a factory line, plants are only as fast as their slowest machines. 
The team was able to identify some steps in the photosynthesis process 
that were slower and thus holding up the ‘production line’. The researcher 
then went about trying to enable the plant to build more machines to 
speed up the slower steps in photosynthesis.

In early research to find out what limits photosynthesis, researchers 
modeled each of the 170 steps of the photosynthetic process to identify 
how plants could manufacture sugars more efficiently. In their study, the 
researchers were able to overcome two constraints in photosynthesis 
efficacy. One was in the first part of the photosynthesis process where 
plants transform light energy into chemical energy, and the second was 
in a later step where carbon dioxide is fixed into sugars.

In the photosynthetic process, a photosystem in the plant captures 
sunlight and turns it into chemical energy that is used in other 
photosynthetic processes. A transport protein called plastocyanin moves 
electrons into the photosystem to fuel this process. But plastocyanin has 
a high affinity for its acceptor protein in the photosystem so it hangs 
around, failing to shuttle electrons back and forth efficiently.

The team addressed this first bottleneck by helping plastocyanin share 
the load with the addition of cytochrome c6 —  a more efficient transport 
protein that has a similar function in algae. Plastocyanin requires copper 
and cytochrome requires iron to function. Depending on the availability of 
these nutrients, algae can choose between these two transport proteins.

The team also improved a photosynthetic bottleneck later in the 
production process at a stage referred to as the Calvin-Benson Cycle, 
where carbon dioxide is fixed into sugars. The researchers were able to bulk 
up the amount of a key enzyme called SBPase, borrowing the additional 
cellular machinery from another plant species and cyanobacteria.

To continue with the factory analogy, by adding these ‘cellular forklifts’ 
to shuttle electrons into the photosystems and ‘cellular machinery’ for 
the Calvin Cycle, the team was able to also improve the crop’s water-use 
efficiency, or the ratio of biomass produced to water lost by the plant.

Field trials showed that the ‘doctored’ plants used less water to 
make more biomass, but scientists have so far not been able to find the 
mechanism responsible for this additional benefit. Research into this 
aspect of improvement is still being studied by the team.

The researchers were able to increase productivity by as much as 52 
percent under laboratory conditions in a greenhouse. More importantly, 
they were able to show up to 27 percent increase in crop growth in open 
field trials, thereby demonstrating the viability of these photosynthetic 
hacks to boost productivity in real-world growing conditions.

Hacking photosynthesis 
to boost crop yield
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Global positioning system (GPS) 
technology was originally developed 
to track nuclear submarines during 

the Cold War. For years, it has helped to 
prevent drivers everywhere from getting 
lost. Today, GPS tools have the potential to 
document the land of millions of subsistence 
farmers across Sub-Saharan Africa, thus 
protecting them from possible land grabs 
and removing a significant barrier to the 
region’s economic development.

Armed with GPS-enabled tablets or 
smartphones, local and international NGOs 
and African governments are mapping 
the property lines of everything from clam 
farms in Ghana to cotton fields in Zambia. 
Funding for this work comes from the US 
Agency for International Development 
(USAID), the United Kingdom’s Department 
for International Development (DFID), and 
national treasuries.

These efforts address one of the most 
pernicious and disastrous bottlenecks in 
agricultural development. The World Bank 
estimates that only 10 percent of rural land 
tenure in Sub-Saharan Africa is documented. 
Given the scale of the problem, governments, 

NGOs, and funders must rapidly expand this 
work and leverage technological innovations 
to provide land documentation quickly and 
efficiently to farmers across the region.

Typically, Africa’s family farmers either 
inherited their land or bought it on a 
handshake. In the absence of deeds or titles, 

land tenure often is governed by customary 
rules applied by local chiefs. This can leave 
farmers vulnerable not only to neighbors or 
relatives seeking to expand their land holdings, 
but also to foreign investors who have turned 
to Africa in search of cheap farmland, often 
unaware that local communities are already 
using it. As a result, many Sub-Saharan African 
farmers become trapped in a cycle of poverty 
and conflict. Investors cannot determine from 
whom they can obtain vacant land, neighbors 
cannot agree on property lines, and siblings 
squabble over inheritances. This constant 
conflict and insecurity makes farmers like 
Jonathan Tembo reluctant to invest in their 
land to improve their harvests.

Tembo, headman of the village of Masili 
in eastern Zambia, says he and his neighbors 
have always planted maize — not because the 
crop will improve their children’s diet or boost 
their income, but because it is planted first 
after the rains. “If I waited to plant soybeans 
or sweet potato, which would bring me more 
money at harvest time, someone would see 
my empty land and plant it for themselves,” 
Tembo says. “We have always farmed like this 

— with fear in our hearts.”
Many African governments recognize 

that insecure land tenure undermines efforts 
to achieve food security, improve nutrition, 
and spur rural development. But they have 
traditionally lacked the capacity or will to 
undertake the monumental task of hiring 
an army of surveyors to fan out across the 
country and document every farmer’s land. 
Moreover, the region lacks enough trained 
land surveyors to meet demand. Without 

digital technologies, it would take Uganda’s 
few dozen surveyors more than 1,000 years to 
document the 15 million land parcels in that 
country.

GPS-enabled smartphones are a potential 
game changer, because they can document 
property lines quickly and efficiently without 
having to rely on scarce surveyors.

Indigenous tribes in Latin America, Asia, 
and Africa started using this technology 
about a decade ago to map and protect 
vast stretches of ancestral lands, and GPS-
based initiatives have expanded over the last 
seven years in particular. This reflects several 
developments: commercially available GPS 
technology became accurate enough to 
measure smaller parcels, GPS devices became 
more affordable, and smartphones allowed 
for better data collection and processing in 
the field.

In addition, land-tenure advocates 
developed and tested systems to help 
validate and manage the large amount of data 
created by mapping just a single village’s land 
holdings. USAID, for example, has developed 
a suite of low-cost tools that build on these 
innovations and pair them with community 
engagement.

“USAID and a few other donors see the 
documentation of land rights as a key 
hurdle that has been holding back millions 
of families across dozens of countries,” says 
David Arnaldo Mijan, who leads the agency’s 
environment division team within the USAID/
Zambia Economic Development Office. 

“Documenting land improves nutrition, 
reduces conflict and poverty, empowers 

women economically, and allows families and 
communities to become more self-sufficient.”

USAID and DFID have robust land-
documentation programs that rely on 
similar approaches. These include educating 
community members about land rights and 
the benefits of documentation, and engaging 
them to help manage the process. In Tembo’s 
village of Masili, for example, members 
of each of the 75 households walked the 
boundaries of their land with witnesses and 
local leaders, noting the GPS coordinates. This 
enabled them to create a digital map of their 
village within a few days at a cost of about $20 
per parcel. Making such a map with trained 
land surveyors would have taken years and 
cost hundreds of dollars per parcel.

Once Masili’s residents documented 
their land, conflicts over farm boundaries 
stopped, prompting farmers to invest 
in higher-value crops. Women in the 
community, who previously were at risk of 
being pushed off their farms if their husbands 
died, now have documents that they can 
use to defend their rights in court. Research 
demonstrates that strengthening women’s 
land tenure boosts their economic standing, 
improves family nutrition, and bolsters their 
children’s education. The ripple effect from 
documenting land rights should have donors 
and governments’ attention.

GPS-enabled smartphones provide an 
unprecedented opportunity for governments, 
funders, and NGOs to collaborate with local 
communities to document their land rights. 
By mapping the soil they work, farmers can 
chart a path to a better future.

Mapping a better future
for Africa’s farmers

MATT SOMMERVILLE
Chief of Party of the USAID-funded 
program to strengthen land tenure in 
Ghana, Mozambique, Zambia, and 
India.

Secure land tenures help 
farmers achieve food 

security and spurs rural 
development, but many 
African governments 
lack the capability to 

document land tenures. 
E.g., Without digital help 
it would take over a 1,000 
years to document the 15 

million land parcels in 
Uganda.
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Google makes virtual education easier
Schools and students all over the world 

are increasingly turning to online 
teaching and learning during the 

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. In an attempt to 
make this process easier and more accessible, 
Google recently announced a number of new 
features to its popular services, including a 
new homework helper tool that just requires a 
photo from a phone to help out, as well as to its 
Google Meet video-conferencing service.

From September, Google Meet will now 
provide a larger tiled view that can show up to 
49 meeting participants at a time. Google first 
launched its tiled view for Meet in April with 
the ability to see 16 participants at a time. So 
being able to see 49 people at once will bring 
Meet’s gallery view on par with some of its 
competitors. The search giant will also integrate 
its digital whiteboard product, Jamboard, into 
Meet from September. In addition, beginning in 
October, Google will add the ability to blur or 
replace your background in Meet.

G Suite Enterprise for Education customers 
using Meet will be able to create breakout 
rooms that allow virtual classes to break out into 
smaller group discussions. Teachers will also be 
able to track attendance in Meet meetings and 
turn on a setting that will not start a meeting 
until the teacher has joined. And to help Meet 
moderators and educators, Google said it 

would soon roll out new moderation controls 
that enable teachers to end classes for everyone 
at the same time, restrict who can be present in 
a class and turn off in-meeting chat. 

Google also launched several new tools 
to help students learn using their phones. For 
example, students can now visualize nearly 
100 concepts in biology, chemistry, and other 
STEM topics by searching for them on Google 
and then looking at a model of that concept in 
augmented reality on Android and iOS devices. 
And Google will let students get help with a 
homework problem just by taking a photo of it 
using Google Lens or Google-owned education 
app Socratic.

LG announces 
face mask with 
air purifier

South Korean electronics giant LG 
announced last week that it will soon 

launch a portable air purifier that can be worn 
on the face like a mask. Named ‘PuriCare 
Wearable Air Purifier’ the device uses a pair 
of replaceable filters similar to that used in 
LG’s range of air purifiers for the domestic use 
and pairing them with battery-powered fans 
to help you breathe. LG says the device has 
sensors to detect when you are breathing in or 
out, and adjusts the fans’ speeds accordingly. 
In a press release accompanying the imminent 
launch of the purifier, the company said that 
device would come with a 820mAh battery 

that provides up to eight hours of use in its 
low-power mode, which drops to just two 
hours in high-power mode.

Though LG did not specifically say the 
device was developed in response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the timing of its launch 
amid the pandemic and its debut at the 
upcoming IFA mega consumer electronic 
show in Berlin, implies that the product 
is aligned to meet today’s health security 
needs. The company maintains in its press 
release that the device is designed to replace 
the “inconsistent” homemade masks worn by 
some people, as well as the disposable masks 
that it says have been in short supply.

The press release does not make any 
specific claim about the mask’s ability to slow 
the spread of coronavirus, including whether 
it also filters air when the wearer exhales. 
This is an important distinction, as face 
masks currently available are mainly aimed at 
preventing the wearer from infecting others. 
In particular, the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC) in the United States 
has recommended against the use of masks 
with exhalation valves or vents to prevent 
the spread of the coronavirus, since these do 
not filter “expelled respiratory droplets” that 
could allow wearers to infect those nearby.

The announcement also did not mention 
a cost for the device or specify when or in 
which markets the mask will be launched 
first, saying instead that it would be available 
in the fourth quarter of this year in “select 
markets.”

Microsoft has now added an audio 
transcription feature into its popular Word 

for the web from last week. For the moment, the 
feature will appear only in the online version of 
Word for Microsoft 365 subscribers.

Transcribe in Word provides an easy way for 
people to transcribe audio files as well as record 
conversations directly within Word for the web 
application and automatically transcribe them.

Once a recording is transcribed, Microsoft’s 
custom artificial intelligence (AI) will separate 
out each speaker and break the conversation 
into sections that are easy to play back, edit, 
and insert into a Word document. Transcribe 
also supports audio or video that was captured 
elsewhere, with support for up to 200MB of MP3, 
WAV, M4A, or MP4 files. Processing time will 
obviously vary considerably when uploading 
separate audio, especially when compared to 
the few seconds it takes to transcribe directly 
from the Word for web application.

The transcription works by capturing any 
audio from the PC, thereby allowing for the 
transcription of meetings and calls made 
through a PC, or even YouTube videos. Word 

will also capture your own audio from your PC’s 
microphone. The service apparently targets 
students who record lectures, journalists who 
transcribe interviews, and anyone else who 
needs to transcribe meetings and calls easily.

The service, which is initially launching 
only on Word for the web, is expected to soon 
arrive on Word for Android apps and on Word 
or iOS. Currently, English is the only language 
supported by the transcription service, but this 
is expected to be expanded to other languages 
in the near future.

However, Microsoft has limited the service 
to Microsoft 365 subscribers, who will also be 
limited to five-hours monthly for uploaded audio 
files, with no way to extend that transcription 
time for now. For audio recorded within Word 
on the web, there is no transcription limit.

The audio quality of the recordings made 
on Word for web are excellent, as unlike some 
competitors Microsoft does nott compress 
audio for Transcribe, instead preferring to 
capture it in the WAV format and uploading it 
directly into the user’s new ‘Transcribed Files’ 
folder in their own OneDrive storage.

Microsoft rolls out Transcribe
Samsung Electronics, the South 

Korean electronics giant, 
unveiled its third generation foldable 
device, the Galaxy Z Fold2,  on 1 
September. The device, which pairs a 
bold design with refined engineering 
is said to push the boundaries of 
mobile handsets. A larger screen 
on the cover and a massive main 
screen together with intuitive new 
features brings an enhanced mobile 
experience to users. 

“With the launch of the Samsung 
Galaxy Z Fold2, we closely listened 
to user feedback to ensure we were 
bringing meaningful improvements 
to the hardware, while also 
developing new innovations to enhance the 
user experience,” said Dr. TM Roh, president 
and head of Mobile Communications Business 
at Samsung Electronics. 

The 6.2-inch Infinity-O cover screen can be 
used to check email, look up directions, or even 
watch your favorite content without needing 
to unfold your device every time. When 
unfolded, the massive 7.6-inch main screen, 
with minimized bezels and notch-less front 
camera, provides a 120Hz adaptable refresh 
rate for smooth scrolling and gameplay. To 
complete the experience, the high-dynamic 
dual speakers provide enhanced stereo effect 
and clearer sound.

The unique design of Galaxy Z Fold2 is 
anchored by the Hideaway Hinge, which 
fits seamlessly into the device body with the 
CAM mechanism and enables free standing 
capabilities. The device also employs 
advanced sweeper technology, within the gap 
between the body and hinge housing to repel 
dust and undesirable particles. In addition, the 
device pairs Flex mode with App Continuity 
to provide expanded usability, crossing the 

boundary between 
the cover and main 
screen and  allowing 
users to create 
or view content 
seamlessly.

The Galaxy Z 
Fold2’s camera also 
offers flagship-level 
camera quality and 

control. With Pro Video mode, Single Take, 
Bright Night and Night Mode, that help you 
capture the moment in stunning quality. 

The Galaxy Z Fold2 with advanced 
multitasking capabilities allows you to open 
multiple files from the same app at the same 
time and view them side by side. With drag 
and drop, you can simply drag text, images 
and documents from one app to another for 
instant transfer. Or quickly screen capture in 
one app and transfer the captured image into 
another seamlessly .

With the Galaxy Z Fold2, users can also 
access ultra-fast speeds thanks to its full 5G 
band compatibility, while the 4,500mAh all-
day battery and super fast charging means 
you can do more without worrying about your 
battery life. 

Galaxy Z Fold2 users can also access 
Galaxy Z Premier Service for a host of services 
including on-demand concierge support from 
product experts, as well as access Samsung 
Care+, which provides one-time device 
protection against accidental damage within 
one year of purchasing date.

Samsung introduces
the Galaxy Z Fold2
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VIEWPOINT

When COVID-19 first appeared, strict 
quarantine requirements and 
short, tight lockdowns would have 

been a small price to pay to keep it at bay. 
Now that the pandemic has infected over 
26 million people in 213 countries and 
territories, we need to find new ways to 
control it that are not just effective, but also 
efficient.

To avoid inflicting more pain than 
necessary, we should target stay-at-home 
orders as precisely as possible to those 
who are most likely to pose a risk to 
others. This requires not just tracing the 
contacts of those who are infected, but 
also distinguishing which of their contacts 
are most likely to have been infected.

Here, technology can help. We should 
combine new apps that notify people when 
they have been exposed to a risk of infection 
with new testing methods that are fast, 
easy, and as readily available as pregnancy 
tests. Contact tracing cannot work without 
fast test results, but it can work well even if 
more rapid tests are not as accurate as the 
ones we have now. Apps can improve not 

only the scalability of contact tracing, but 
also, importantly, its speed.

Contact tracing, whether conducted 
manually or by app, recommends 
quarantine to the close contacts of those 
who test positive. In the United States, rules 
issued by the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC) say that 15 minutes 
spent within six feet (1.8 meters) of a person 
during their infectious period warrants a 
14-day quarantine. Under these rules, we 
can expect an average of 59 close contacts 
per infected person. It is plausible that 2% 
of US residents are infected today. Multiply 
that by 59 and most people in the US who 
aren’t staying home already will need to be 
quarantined.

But viruses do not obey the CDC’s 
simplified rules. You are in much less danger 
spending 15 minutes five feet away from 
someone at the edge of their infectious 
period than you are spending eight hours 
seven feet away from them at the peak of 
their infectious period.

In Arizona, Covid Watch, a nonprofit 
open-source software developer, is piloting 
a new app that seeks to estimate infection 
risk accurately, rather than reproducing CDC 
rules. The app recommends quarantine only 
to those above a certain level of risk, and will 
tell them, in a completely private way, how 
long to stay home and when to get tested.

There is nothing magic about 14 days of 
quarantine. If you do not have symptoms 
five days after being exposed to the virus, 
your risk approximately halves. Your risk 
also falls (but not to zero) if you test negative, 
but countries where everyone in quarantine 
is tested are using the same fossilized 14-
day rule as those that do not test. If, instead, 
we let people leave quarantine when their 
risk drops below the threshold we use to 
decide who should enter it, we can achieve 
greater safety at lower cost to individuals 
and the economy.

The threshold for quarantine can 
depend on where you are. Australia 
and New Zealand have relatively few 
cases and are aiming to get to zero as 
soon as possible. They can have stricter 
thresholds, quarantining people even for 
shorter exposures than 15 minutes, and 
requiring either multiple negative test 
results or longer quarantines after more 
dangerous exposures. In countries hit 
harder by the virus, too many quarantine 
recommendations could not only cause 
excessive economic and psychological 
harm, but also undermine the public 
support needed for the rules to be effective.

Whenever contact-tracing technology 

is mentioned, people raise concerns about 
privacy. The new apps that use the Google-
Apple framework should put this worry to 
rest, because they have invented a way to 
warn you about a dangerous exposure 
without information about who you meet 
ever leaving your phone.

Our concern about companies like 
Apple is different. In the interest of making 
it difficult for users to guess who has put 
them at risk, successive versions of the 
application programming interface (API) 

controlled by Apple and Google have 
limited the maximum recorded duration 
of contact, and then restricted the amount 
of information available to quantify 
infectiousness. This reduces the app’s 
ability to distinguish between lower- and 
higher-risk contacts.

These misguided priorities place 
a possible and limited loss of privacy 
above the need to target quarantine 
recommendations to do the most good. 
There is a moral obligation to limit the harms 
from quarantine, as well as to stop the 
spread of a virus that will, unless effectively 
checked, cause hundreds of thousands 
more deaths and prolong lockdowns, with 
all the hardship that entails for billions 
of people. Such outcomes become more 
likely if quarantine is recommended 
indiscriminately and compliance drops as 
a result.

In a fast-moving pandemic, we must 
be ready to change rules quickly in 
accordance with local conditions, the 
latest epidemiological evidence, and the 
development of new technologies that 
help us reduce the spread of the virus. 
Public-health experts who rigidly adhere 
to outdated rules, or, as in Switzerland, 
even write them into law, are standing in 
the way of new technologies that can help 
us develop a more flexible approach. By 
focusing on those with the highest risk of 
spreading the virus, we can inflict less harm 
and contain the pandemic more effectively.

EXCLUSIVE to THE TIMES KUWAIT

How (Not) to Fight COVID-19

If you show no symptoms 
five days after being 

exposed to the virus, your 
risk nearly halves. Your risk 

also falls (but not to zero) 
if you test negative. But 

countries that test everyone 
in quarantine are using the 
same fossilized 14-day rule 

as those that do not test.

PETER SINGER AND JOANNA MASEL
Peter Singer is Professor of Bioethics at Princeton University 
and the founder of the charity The Life You Can Save. His 
books include Practical Ethics, Rethinking Life and Death, and 
The Life You Can Save. 
Joanna Masel, Professor of Evolutionary Biology at the 
University of Arizona, designed the risk-scoring system used by 
the Covid Watch exposure notification app.


